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At the Student Hub Live on the 9th of October, we have two sessions. In the morning, we have an assessment

boot camp from 10 until 12. And then from 1 until 5, we have an induction to postgraduate study for taught post-

graduate students in education and childhood and youth studies. Everyone is welcome to these live online

interactive events, so I'll give you a bit more detail about what to expect.

In the boot camp in the morning, we focus on assessments. We will cover the basics, including process and

content words, unpacking your TMA, critical thinking, and essay writing. Whilst this will be key for new students.

It's one of those skills that is constantly evolving, in particular critical thinking. So I hope you can join us and also

bring your ideas along to share, too.

In the essay writing section, we'll tell you about an online essay writing workshop we're planning. Then from 1 until

5, we have a specific event for post-graduate students in education and childhood and youth studies. On the sofa

with me will be a number of academics involved in teaching and developing our MA in education and MA in

childhood and youth studies.

The programme is available on the website, and whilst this is aimed at post graduate students, everyone is

welcome, and there are many skills that will be relevant to undergraduate study and that can serve as a

foundation if you are planning to continue to postgraduate study. We will particularly focus on the importance of

peers in postgraduate study, why academic rigour is expected at postgraduate level, and how being connected to

a learning community can enhance your individual practise and research. For that reason alone, we hope we can

pop in and meet other students as well as the academic postgraduate team.

But if you can't attend the event live, the catch up will be available here shortly afterwards. Now, everyone is

welcome to all of these events even when they're tailored for certain groups of students. When the event is live,

just click on the Watch Now button, and you'll be transported to the live interactive world of the Student Hub Live.

And I hope you can join us there at some point on the 9th of October.


